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Variation in calcite dissolution rates:A fundamental problem?
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Abstract—A comparison of published calcite dissolution rates measured far from equilibrium at a pH of �
6 and above shows well over an order of magnitude in variation. Recently published AFM step velocities
extend this range further still. In an effort to understand the source of this variation, and to provide additional
constraint from a new analytical approach, we have measured dissolution rates by vertical scanning inter-
ferometry. In areas of the calcite cleavage surface dominated by etch pits, our measured dissolution rate is
10�10.95 mol/cm2/s (PCO2 10�3.41 atm, pH 8.82), 5 to �100 times slower than published rates derived from
bulk powder experiments, although similar to rates derived from AFM step velocities. On cleavage surfaces
free of local etch pit development, dissolution is limited by a slow, “global” rate (10�11.68 mol/cm2/s).
Although these differences confirm the importance of etch pit (defect) distribution as a controlling mechanism
in calcite dissolution, they also suggest that “bulk” calcite dissolution rates observed in powder experiments
may derive substantial enhancement from grain boundaries having high step and kink density. We also
observed significant rate inhibition by introduction of dissolved manganese. At 2.0 �M Mn, the rate
diminished to 10�12.4 mol/cm2/s, and the well formed rhombic etch pits that characterized dissolution in pure
solution were absent. These results are in good agreement with the pattern of manganese inhibition in
published AFM step velocities, assuming a step density on smooth terraces of �9 �m�1. Copyright © 2003
Elsevier Science Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

The dissolution of carbonate minerals has received consid-
erable study in the geochemical kinetics literature, and calcite
has been paid the most scrutiny by far (reviews are available in
Sjöberg 1978; Plummer et al., 1979; Morse 1983; Morse and
Arvidson 2002). Despite the accumulation of a large dataset
over the past three decades, there is significant uncertainty in
the absolute value of the dissolution rate under given condi-
tions. This dataset is summarized in Figure 1 (Plummer et al.,
1978; Sjöberg 1978; Rickard and Sjöberg 1983; Busenberg and
Plummer 1986; Chou et al., 1989; Schott et al., 1989; MacInnis
and Brantley 1992; Dove and Platt 1996; Shiraki et al., 2000).
With increasing pH under alkaline conditions far from equilib-
rium (high undersaturation), calcite dissolution is controlled by
surface-reaction (as opposed to transport) kinetics (Sjöberg
1976; Rickard and Sjöberg 1983). Figure 1 shows that although
the data exhibit internal consistency within results from a given
laboratory, absolute rates at high pH vary by well over an order
of magnitude. Although this variation is less than that found in
other carbonates (e.g., dolomite—Busenberg and Plummer
1982; Chou et al., 1989; Gautelier et al., 1999), it is surprising
given the large quantity of experimental data available. Some
of the differences in rate reflect differences in experimental
conditions (e.g., ionic strength, PCO2, alkalinity). However, it
is difficult to evaluate what additional sensitivity may be
present as a function of experimental and analytical methodol-
ogy (e.g., steady state rates measured in flow cells versus initial
rates obtained from free drift runs; geometric versus BET
surface area measurements), starting materials (preparation of

powders versus rotating disks, grain size, impurities, defect
density), or other factors.

We are not merely concerned here with a trivial quest for the
“best number,” or even simply the true value. Ultimately,
detailed mechanistic information pursued in current AFM work
must be integrated with this kinetic dataset. If we cannot
understand the origin of differences in rates derived from
changes in solution chemistry, then neither can we fully under-
stand the relationship of those rates with ones derived from
AFM step velocities. Comparisons of AFM rates with the
above “powder” rates point to significant additional discrepan-
cies (Dove and Platt 1996; Shiraki et al., 2000), and major
attention has been focused on the concepts of reactive surface
area, roughness, dislocation density, and heterogeneity (e.g.,
Schott et al., 1989; MacInnis and Brantley 1992; Brantley et al.,
1999; Brantley and Mellott 2000; Gautier et al., 2001).

It is our ultimate aim to understand the relationship between
processes observed at the atomic scale and their bulk, phenom-
enological expression. In a previous paper (Luttge et al., 2003),
detailed observations and dissolution rate data for dolomite
collected by vertical scanning (phase shift) interferometry
(VSI) were used to establish a conceptual model of the rela-
tionship between etch pit distributions and the overall dissolu-
tion rate. These data also served as the basis for a fundamental
rate law (Lasaga and Luttge 2001) that provides a basic, quan-
titative framework for understanding the relationship between
crystal dissolution mechanism and free energy. At the center-
piece of this model is the concept that dissolution in minerals is
coordinated as a train of steps (stepwaves) propagating from
etch pits formed from dislocation defects. The velocity and
spacing of stepwaves share a basic functional dependency on
the degree of undersaturation (�G). This functional depen-
dency reproduces the basic behavior of dissolution rate as a
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function of �G, including the observed increase in rate as
sufficient undersaturation (�Gcrit) is reached to allow etch pits
to nucleate from hollow cores (Brantley et al., 1986; Blum and
Lasaga 1987). The effect of this dissolution process is a layer-
by-layer removal (consistent with AFM observations, e.g., see
Liang et al., 1996) that leads to net (surface-normal) retreat of
the entire surface, a result verified both by Monte Carlo simu-
lations and dissolution experiments (Blum and Lasaga 1987;
Luttge et al., 2003).

This current paper reports and discusses VSI data collected
from calcite dissolution experiments in dilute NaHCO3-
Na2CO3 solutions far from equilibrium. These data also include
the introduction of dissolved manganese as an inhibitor, and are
linked to detailed AFM observations of dissolution under iden-
tical conditions (Lea et al., 2001). We shall show that the VSI
surface-normal dissolution rate for calcite is significantly
slower than the bulk rate derived from solution chemistry

measured in experiments using powders or single crystals (ro-
tating disks), consistent with the relationship observed for
dolomite (Luttge et al., 2003).

2. METHODS

We measured calcite dissolution rate by time-lapse changes in min-
eral surface topography, mapped by VSI. An improved VSI system was
used here (MicroXAM MP-8, ADE Phase Shift), offering higher res-
olution, an infinity-corrected optics system, larger scan range, im-
proved light source, and enhanced analytical and data reduction soft-
ware. This instrument and the basic approach have been previously
described in detail (Luttge et al., 1999; 2003). VSI can quantitatively
map mineral surface topography at subnanometer-scale vertical and
micrometer-scale lateral resolutions, with a total field of view (10�
objective) of � 0.5 mm2. Image data collected at high resolution can
also be digitally grafted to produce large surface mosaics. This instru-
ment thus occupies a unique niche in its ability to integrate observa-
tions over large areas of the mineral surface, resolving not only the
rates and mechanistic details of surface reactions but their spatial
distribution as well. VSI observations clearly complement those made
using atomic scale instruments (AFM) and bulk solution chemistry.

Interferometry measures relative surface height. By maintenance of
a reference (unreacted) surface on the mineral itself, this measurement
becomes absolute (Luttge et al., 1999; Beig et al., 2002). The lateral (x,
y) resolution of this height measurement is a function of the objective
magnification, CCD camera pixel size, and the wavelength of the
reflected light; these instrument parameters are matched to provide
optimal resolution. It is important to note that although each camera
pixel records a single, discrete height (hij), this value accurately reflects
the mean height of the actual mineral surface (Fig. 2B) over the area of
a single pixel (Fig. 2A, 2C). At 50� magnification, the objective used
for all height measurements, the lateral resolution is � 0.5 �m (using
a data pixel density of 740�480 and a field of view of 165 �m�124
�m). The instrument is capable of resolving height differences of 0.1
nm. The heights hij (Fig. 2A) collected at all pixels are averaged over
the entire field of view to provide an average surface height (h�) relative
to a level datum. During dissolution, surface height is lost as the surface
retreats, and thus changes in average height (�h�) made at timed
intervals (�t) yield a retreat velocity:

�h�

�t
� ��hk1� (1)

Dividing this velocity by the molar volume V� gives a dissolution rate in
the familiar units of moles per unit area per unit time:

r � �[hk1]V�
�1 (2)

This approach allows a simple and straightforward calculation of
surface area-specific rates from measurements of average surface
heights (h�), and avoids the complexity of extracting rates from indi-
vidual etch pit depths, in which additional data on etch pit density
would be required. We also note that this rate measurement accom-
plishes in a single step the two separate measurements required to
recover a rate from mineral powders (bulk solution composition and
surface area determinations).

All experiments used cleavage rhombs prepared from the same high
purity, synthetic calcite single crystal, the identical material used by
Lea et al. (2001), obtained from Commercial Crystal Laboratories
(Naples, Florida). Rhombs were cleaved with a razor blade and
mounted immediately with a commercial epoxy resin to a fixed and
oriented titanium holder. The mounted sample was placed inside a fluid
flow cell (described below) and allowed to react under flow for a fixed
time (�t1). The sample mount was then removed from the flow cell and
mounted with constant orientation and position on the interferometer’s
stage. After ex situ VSI surface topography measurements (�1h�) were
acquired, the sample mount was returned to the flow cell. The sample
was then allowed to react under flow for the next time interval (�t2),
and returned to the interferometer. Height data as a function of time
were acquired by simply repeating this sequence. Measurements were
made only over (initially) flat, smooth areas of the calcite cleavage
surface, and the implications of this practice are discussed later. Re-

Fig. 1. Published rates of calcite dissolution. Solid line with open
squares (‘Sj’) � Sjöberg (1978); open squares with forward slash
(‘RSp’) � powder dissolution rates in 0.7 mol/L and 0.1 mol/L KCl
media extrapolated to {�Ca�2CO3

�2 � 0} , Figure 3, p. 823, Rickard
and Sjöberg (1983); open square with backward slash (‘RSc’) �
rotating disk dissolution rate in 0.7 mol/L KCl, extrapolated to � � 	,
Figure 5, p. 825, Rickard and Sjöberg (1983); coarsely dashed line
(‘PWP’) with no symbols � Eqn. 6, p. 192, Plummer et al. (1978),
assuming [Ca�2] � 0; finely dashed line (‘CGW’) with no symbols �
Eqn. 4, p. 270, Chou et al. (1989); open circles (‘BP’), Busenberg and
Plummer (1986); filled diamond (‘MB’) � 0.7 mol/L KCl-KOH solu-
tion, PCO2 � 0, rotating unstrained cleavage surface MacInnis and
Brantley (1992); inverted filled triangle (‘Sc’) � Schott et al. (1989);
open square with filled lower right diagonal (‘ShM’) � AFM-derived
rate, open square with filled upper right diagonal (‘ShS’) � rate derived
from solution chemistry, both from Shiraki et al. (2000; note that DIC
concentrations were 1.3 �M); Solid line with no symbol � Dove and
Platt (1996); filled triangle (‘JR’) � rate computed from data of Jordan
and Rammensee (1998; T � 24°C, PCO2 � 10�3.5) assuming a step
density of 9 �m�1; solid square (‘VSI’) � VSI datum, solid square
(‘VSIg’) � “global” rate (this paper; rates are also tabulated in Table
1).
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Fig. 2. Relationship of continuous mineral surface topography (B) to the discretized result (A) collected by the
interferometer, limited by the single pixel area px � py. (C) Simplified view of surface height changes at an etch pit wall,
advancing to the right. Area below mask ‘M’ does not have access to solution. Heights h0, h1, and h2 are depths of the
surface at x � 0 at times t0, t1, and t2, respectively, in arbitrary units (h1 � 8, h2 � 20). The purpose here is to illustrate
that the sum of average heights, shown here in two dimensions for simplicity, is equivalent (within error) to the actual
surface height. At time t1, actual amount of mass removal � h1 (x1/2); measured interferometric result � (h1 x1/4) (7/8 �
5/8 � 3/8 � 1/8) � �1 � h1 (x1/2) � �1, where �1 is the error imposed by the instrument’s vertical and lateral resolution.
As h1 � 0.4 h2, at time t2 actual height � (h1 � h2) x2/2 � 0.7 h2 x2; measured height � (h2 x2/6) (19/20 � 17/20 � 15/20

� . . . � 9/20) � �2 � 0.7 h2 x2 � �2, etc. These relationships hold true despite the fact that etch pit walls are not smooth
(as illustrated for simplicity), but composed of discrete steps and terraces.
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duction of raw height data (i.e., h3h�) also involved a leveling step in
software (equivalent to hardware leveling of the microscope’s stage).
This step was accomplished by orienting flat areas interstitial to etch
pits normal to the microscope’s optic path (surface-normal height).
There is a potential for introducing out-of-level height errors in this
step; however, given the subnanometer vertical resolution of the in-
strument, we estimate the maximum error from out-of-level volume
contributions to be 25%. The fact that rates are computed from height
differences (�h�) between sequential time steps also tends to minimize
the accumulation of systematic errors. However, this approach worked
best for surfaces that still included some smooth, relatively flat inter-
stitial areas not directly impinged by etch pit growth. Because these
interstitial areas have essentially been consumed by pit coalescence
after approximately four hours of reaction, we restricted our rate
calculations to surfaces reacted for less than four hours. However,
layer-by-layer removal of material by accumulated lateral migrations of
steps or stepwaves (originating at etch pits) across these interstitial
areas will also generate net retreat of the surface in addition to that
measured as height changes associated with etch pit development. This
scenario is consistent with both the rate law of Lasaga and Luttge
(2001) as well as numerous AFM observations. To measure this “back-
ground” rate (cf. vb of MacInnis and Brantley 1992, their Table 2, p.
1121), we also conducted a separate experiment in which a removable
(commercial silicone polymer) mask was applied to the surface to
prevent solution access, and dissolution allowed to proceed. After more
than four hours the mask was removed and the height difference
between the masked and unmasked area measured. The total rate of
removal is the sum of the “global” reduction of the entire surface
(measured by the height difference at the margin of the masked region
and hereafter termed the global rate; volume ‘G’ of Fig. 3B), and that
associated with local etch pit development (volume ‘E’ of Fig. 3B). The

total rate (�local � global rate, or
G � E

�t
from Fig. 3B) thus requires

maintenance of a masked surface as a datum. All adhesives used to
mask or attach samples were completely cured before experiment.
Complete removal of the silicone masking was a simple process, and
there was no evidence of any reaction between the mask and the
mineral surface.

Our experimental conditions (NaHCO3-Na2CO3 solutions from 18.2
M
-cm water, 4.4 meq/L, PCO2 fixed at 10�3.41 atm, pH 8.8, 25°C)
are essentially identical to that of fluid cell AFM work by Liang et al.
(1996) and Lea et al. (2001). The experiments were simple in design:
a single cleavage rhomb was confined in an acrylic cell (760 �L
nominal volume) supplied with fluid by a syringe pump (55 �L/s).
Cumulative run times ranged from 2 min to over 4 h. To evaluate the
effect of an inhibitor, we also conducted additional runs in which
dissolved Mn (as MnCl2) was added to give total concentrations of 1.0,
1.5, and 2.0 �M.

Aside from logging comparisons of the input and output pH, we did
not attempt to compute “bulk” rates from the composition of reacted
solution exiting our fluid cell. Given the small area of solid exposed to
solution and the brief residence time of fluid within the cell, we would
expect the change in solution composition to be quite small (e.g.,
submicromolar in calcium), and thus difficult to measure with preci-
sion. No difference was observed between inflow and outflow pH. We
would also anticipate that fluid chemistry might include contributions
from grain boundaries, a complication we wished to explicitly avoid by
interferometric measurement of surface-normal retreat velocities.

3. RESULTS

Dissolution in pure (Mn-free) solution is characterized by the
development of etch pits. Isolated pits make their appearance
almost immediately (within the first 10 min of reaction) as
discrete, euhedral features, approximately 1 �m on a side, and
are initially separated by relatively flat, interstitial terraces.
Although some pits increase their volume primarily through
deepening of the pit floor, many shallow etch pits grow also by
lateral migration of the steps composing the pit walls (cf. G1
and G2 pits of MacInnis and Brantley 1992). This migration

consumes interstitial areas, producing a complex surface of
coalescent, intersecting pits. Characteristic surfaces having
high etch pit density are shown as a series of time lapse
topographic maps collected at steps of 1, 2, 3, and 4 h cumu-
lative reaction in Figure 4A–D, and clearly illustrate the pro-
gressive expansion of etch pits over this 4 h time period. The
outline of etch pits forming under these conditions do not form
a true rhombic parallelogram. Instead, two adjacent sides fail to
intersect at a distinct point, forming a curvilinear boundary
(Fig. 3C–D). The floors of many of these pits are also not flat,
but are deepest adjacent to this curved boundary. The crystal-
lographic orientation of this rounding is constant and always
involves the same pair of etch pit faces. In pure solution
experiments, etch pits are also often organized as linear or
curvilinear trench-like chains of closely spaced pits, whose
total length may exceed several hundred microns. Coalescence
renders these chains less recognizable as distinct features after
2 to 4 h reaction. The distribution of deep etch pits (i.e., depths
on the order of 100 nm) is also very heterogeneous even on
scales of hundreds of microns (e.g., Fig. 3A), and some areas of
the surface show only isolated shallow (�1 nm deep) pits even
after 4 h of dissolution.

The addition of dissolved Mn produces distinct changes in
etch pit size, morphology, and distribution. After 7 min of
reaction at concentrations of 1.0 �M Mn, etch pits are visible
but lack the well-formed rhombic outline characteristic of pits
observed in pure solution (i.e., in the absence of Mn) experi-
ments (Fig. 5A). From 37 min of reaction onward (Fig. 5B–D),
pit outlines progressively become more equant, and at 2 h
resemble those seen in pure solution, but lack the curved
boundary of adjacent sides (cf. Figs. 5D and 4B).

At 1.5 and 2.0 �M Mn (Fig. 5E–H) however, etch pits
distributions are greatly reduced and large fractions of the
mineral surface, i.e., entire fields of view under a 10� objective
are essentially barren. Those few pits that are visible show
irregular boundaries. The trench-like etch pit chains described
above are absent. However, linear features that resemble abra-
sion scars or scoring traces do appear to become progressively
enhanced with time, and are the most notable surface features.
The origin of these features is not known, and may be present,
although at the limits of resolution, even in pristine unreacted
surfaces.

Figure 6A shows the reaction progress in terms of the de-
crease in average surface height as a function of time. Figure
6B shows the surface-normal retreat velocities computed from
this slope (�h� /�t, Eqn. 1). Although rates were computed using
surfaces that showed etch pit development, no attempt was
made to account for lateral variation in etch pit distribution, and
the error bars in Figure 6B reflect this variation. The mean
dissolution rate over the interval of 1 to 3 h cumulative reaction
time is 10�11.0 mols/cm2/s (plotted also in Fig. 1). As explained
previously, this value reflects the sum of the local etch pit rate
and the global rate. Reaction rates are substantially depressed at
Mn2� concentrations greater than 1.0 �M (Fig. 6B–C). The
rate at 1.0 �M is � 92% of the pure solution rate, whereas rates
at 1.5 and 2.0 �M are 1 and 5% of the pure solution rate. The
“global” rate was not measured separately in these inhibition
experiments. These results are summarized in Table 1.

The inclusion of areas containing deep etch pit chains does
not change the overall calculated rate. These chains are the
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Fig. 3. Measurement of total calcite dissolution rate.

A. Relief map of calcite surface after 3 h reaction in pure solution. NW-SE profile line straddles the boundary (arrow) between pristine cleavage
surface (‘P’) protected from reaction by inert adhesive mask, and the reacted surface (‘R). Tick marks on image frame are spaced at 10 �m intervals.

B. Cross section profile from (A.) Total change in surface height is the sum of two components: a “global” elevation change (‘G’) and the change
due to local growth of etch pits (‘E’). Note large vertical exaggeration. Irregular elevation between (‘P’) and (‘R’) is artifact of adhesive mask.
Boundary of ‘G’ and ‘E’ is parallel to original cleavage surface.

C. Three dimensional rendered surface showing shallow, coalescing etch pits with rounding of [481�]� and [4�41]� steps. Scale bars: x, y � 10 �m;
z � 100 nm.

D. Gradient map of inset from (C), showing coalescent etch pits. Color bar spans 88 nm.
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deepest features in early time segments, and their overall con-
tribution to average surface depth is of course greater than
coexisting discrete, shallower pits. However, the inclusion or
exclusion of these areas changed only the value of the intercept
(in the context of a linear regression), and not the slope (i.e., the
rate). Thus these chains seem to reflect defect features that

persist only to shallow depth within the crystal, giving rise to
rapid rates of early (i.e., within the first �30 min) removal that
then relax to coincide with the rate measured elsewhere. Al-
though they are not visible immediately after cleaving, they
may indicate damage incurred in this process.

Etch pits often occur in straight chains or linearly oriented

Fig. 4. Gradient topographic maps of a fixed area of calcite cleavage surface reacted for 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C), and 4 (D)
elapsed hours. Surfaces are oriented so that [481�]� and [4�41]� steps are migrating leftward and down, respectively. Note
common orientation of etch pits, growth of pits by lateral expansion and deepening, and mutual interference and coalescence
as reaction progresses. Vertical scale (color bar to left of each frame) is fixed at a total span of 110 nm to highlight surface
detail, and thus deepest etch pit floors are off-scale; deepest pits are 373 nm (A), 561 nm (B), 609 nm (C), and 674 nm (D).
Tick marks on image frame are spaced at 10 �m intervals.
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Fig. 5. Gradient topographic maps of a fixed area of calcite cleavage surface in solutions spiked with 1.0 �M (A-D) and
2.0 �M Mn2� (E-H), collected at 7 min (A,E), 37 min (B,F), 1 h (C,G), and 2 (D,H) hours. Orientation with respect to
[481�]� and [4�41]� step directions is not known. The first pits to form in 1.0 �M Mn2� are irregularly shaped and lack the
rhombic outline observed in pure solution, but become relatively equant after 1 h of reaction, and lack a curved boundary.
Etch pits are rare in 2.0 �M Mn2� solutions, and show little change after 1 h. Color bars span 50 nm. Image frame ticks
are spaced at 10 �m intervals.



clusters, parallel to the �481�� or �4�41� direction. However, the
origin of curvilinear pit chains of almost random orientation is
not well understood. These features may reflect areas of con-
centrated but shallow strain introduced as an artifact during the
act of preparing the cleavage surface itself. This is suggested by
the fact that they eventually cannot be distinguished as sur-
rounding single etch pits coalesce, and thus do not continue to
serve as sites of preferred etch pit generation. Although they are
the first pits to appear in pure solution experiments, they are
also conspicuously absent in Mn�2-added experiments.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Relationship of VSI Data to Powder Dissolution
Dataset

The most important result of our study is the slow dissolution
rate (10�11.0 mols/cm2/s) compared to rates derived from so-
lution chemistry using either mineral powders (Plummer et al.,
1978; Sjöberg 1978; Chou et al., 1989) or single crystals
(Rickard and Sjöberg 1983; Schott et al., 1989; MacInnis and
Brantley 1992). The differences between the VSI-measured
rate and rates collected under similar conditions are summa-
rized in Table 1 and in Figure 1, and range from a factor of �
5 to over 100. There are several potential sources of variability
in measured rates of dissolution far from equilibrium in this
alkaline region: back reactions involving dissolution products,
grain size, and the distribution of reactive surface sites. The
likelihood of these controls and the overall significance of these
rate differences are discussed below.

At and above a critical flow rate (2.5 �L/s, 20 �L cell
volume, � � 8 s), Liang and Baer (1997, their Fig. 1, p. 277)
showed step velocities to be independent of fluid flow. Con-
cerns over differences in fluid cell design between our work
and that of Liang and Baer (1997) prompted us to rerun
experiments under identical solution conditions, but with re-
duced cell volumes and increased flow rates. These adjustments
were sufficient to reduce residence times from � � 14 to 4 s,
one half that prevailing in Liang and Baer (1997). These data
are not included here as they are part of a future paper, but we
can report that we saw no difference in dissolution rate within
the error of the measurement. We thus conclude that diffusive
transport, and thus back reactions, are not limiting under the
conditions of our experiments.

Many of the literature data reproduced in Figure 1 were
conducted at a PCO2 � 0, whereas our experiments used a
fixed PCO2 of 10�3.41 atm. At a given pH, an increase in PCO2

demands an increase in dissolved carbon, and thus our rates
were measured at a greater carbonate ion concentration than
those taken from the literature. Consideration of the potential
back reaction suggests that this should have the effect of
reducing the rate. Lea et al. (2001) observed more than a �50%
decrease in step edge velocities as carbonate ion concentration
was increased from �0 to 150 �M; an increase to 900 �M

Fig. 6. Calcite dissolution rate measured by VSI.

A. Decrease in surface height (expressed here as depth) with elapsed
reaction time in pure (Mn-free) solution. Slopes (�h� /�t) reflect
surface-normal velocity. Early rates tend to be depressed relative to
subsequent, steady state values. Symbols distinguish different sur-
face data sets.

B. Computed dissolution rates expressed as surface normal retreat
velocities (nm/s, left hand axis) and dissolution rates (mol/cm2/s,
right hand axis). Open circles � pure Mn-free solution; light gray,
dark gray, and solid black filled circles � 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 �M Mn2�

data, respectively. Horizontal line is mean for pure solution veloci-
ties. No correction is made for “global” retreat.

C. Comparison of AFM step velocities and VSI dissolution rates
(including correction for “global” retreat) in Mn2�-spiked solutions.
Agreement between the VSI (closed circles) and AFM pure solution
data (open circles, taken from Lea et al., 2001) requires a step density
of � 9 steps �m�1 (assumed to be independent of Mn�2 inhibition).
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brought about a further �50% reduction. Busenberg and Plum-
mer (1986) described the role of carbonate ion through a
dehydration back reaction. In experiments far from equilibrium
at pH 9.8 and a wide range of total dissolved carbon concen-
trations (Table 6, p. 154, Busenberg and Plummer 1986), their
measured rate progressively decreases as total carbon (and thus
carbonate ion) concentrations increase, reaching a minimum of
10�10.61 moles/cm2/s at 0.3 mol/L total carbon (and a com-
puted CO3

2� molality of 0.14). However, at the carbonate ion
concentrations of our experiments, their published rate is be-
tween 10�10.07 and 10�10.26 (CO3

2� concentrations of 150 and
250 �mol/kg-H2O, respectively), i.e., still between �5 to 7
times faster than our measured rate.

Another potential factor affecting experimental dissolution
rates is grain size. A decrease in grain size below a critical
diameter will increase the solubility and distance from equilib-
rium, and thus the driving force for dissolution. However, the
point at which particle size makes a significant contribution to
total free energy has been estimated at �0.1 �m for calcite
(Morse and Wang 1996). Thus given the magnitude of grain
sizes reported in powder experiments in Table 1, it is unlikely
that this effect alone is a factor in the variability of dissolution
rates observed here. Interferometer-derived rates are indepen-
dent of particle size altogether, as these are measured by
surface retreat of a large, single crystal. It is also conceivable
that rate variations within the powder dataset reflect variability
in trace impurities or contaminants (e.g., phosphate), contrib-
uted either from reagents, analytical methods, or from the
dissolving solid itself (e.g., Morse 1974; Sjöberg 1978; Plum-
mer et al., 1979; Eisenlohr et al., 1999). These factors are of
even greater importance in single crystal measurements be-
cause of the limited reactive area.

However, grain size may still play a role in measured dis-
solution rates of mineral powders. It has been suggested (e.g.,
Dove and Platt 1996) that the discrepancy in rates measured
from AFM versus bulk powder reactors reflects the relationship
of step density and reactivity. Figure 7 shows the details of a
grain in which step and kink densities increase at edges and
corners relative to the smooth terraces characterizing the faces.
If step and kink density are higher (i.e., smaller step and kink
spacing), a step velocity identical to that limiting dissolution on
smooth terraces will produce a higher bulk rate. The rate
contribution from these areas of high step and kink density may
also be higher than their contribution to total surface area, and
thus the normalization with respect to surface area will still
yield a rate higher than that measured elsewhere (e.g., at flat

terraces). In the context of the rate law introduced by Lasaga
and Luttge (2001), grain edges may thus yield a more efficient
means of generating steps. In addition, stepped and kinked
surfaces at grain edges and corners would also make a greater
contribution to total surface area as grain diameter decreased,
increasing bulk reactivity further. The interferometer, in con-
trast, measures the result of largely etch pit-controlled (at least

Table 1. Experimental results of calcite dissolution rates measured by vertical scanning interferometry (50� Mirau objective), Pco2 10�3.41 atm,
pH 8.82, 25°C.

Conditions
Total analytical area

(�m2) pH
Surface-normal velocity

(nm/s � 100)
log rate

mol/cm2/s

pure solution (Mn � 0)
etch pit domains 11885 8.83 0.337  0.101 �11.04
“global” surface retreat 8.83 0.078  0.020 �11.68
total rate 8.83 0.415  0.120 �10.95

Mn�2–doped
Mn � 1.0 �M 17730 8.82 0.311  0.131 �11.08
Mn � 1.5 �M 3812 8.82 0.003  0.001 �13.04
Mn � 2.0 �M 6296 8.82 0.016  0.009 �12.36

Fig. 7. Distribution of step and kink distribution on mineral particles,
showing higher (cleavage) step and kink densities at edges and corners
versus flat terraces.
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in the case of calcite) step retreat on flat terraces. Step densities
are also higher at etch pits, but the distribution and spacing of
steps surrounding etch pits reflects their generation by the pit
itself and the velocity distribution around a dislocation core
(Lasaga and Luttge 2001).

The question of whether our rates represent steady state
behavior does not have a simple answer. Because etch pit
development is such a large component of the overall rate,
variations in etch pit (i.e., defect) distribution are the probable
source of the apparent error (� 30% in pure solution runs) in
our rates (Fig. 6B). These variations do not reflect experimental
errors in height measurement, which, given the instrument’s
high resolution and reproducibility, are much smaller. As older
etch pits widen and coalesce, new etch pits often nucleate in
existing pit floors (Figs. 3C–D and 4), a phenomenon discussed
in detail by MacInnis and Brantley (1992). They determined
calcite dissolution rates both by normalizing changes in fluid
composition (pH) to the surface area painstakingly derived by
photomicrography (using a differential interference objective
for x–y and Mirau double beam interference objective for z),
and by calculating the volume removed by etch pits. They
concluded that maintenance of a steady state consistent with the
rate (3.1�10�10 mol/cm2/s, cleaved unstrained calcite) and
etch pit distributions observed in their experiments demands
discontinuous nucleation of pits at dislocations. We cannot
evaluate this assertion based on our data alone, nor can we offer
an explanation as to why our rate is more than an order of
magnitude lower. However, our data do suggest that a steady
state rate may be a fortuitous occurrence. Although the volume
increase of, for example, a single deep pit may be linear with
respect to time (at least over 4 h of observation), this growth
rate will obviously not persist indefinitely. Once the pit reaches
the dislocation’s terminus, further deepening would require the
random nucleation of a local hole to generate step waves, an
event that Lasaga and Luttge (2001) have demonstrated is
unlikely even far from equilibrium. As the total rate measured
on calcite cleavage surfaces reflects the sum of defect (etch pit)
controlled excavation and the much slower, “global” rate, a
constant total rate having a statistical variation less than what
we have observed here would also require a constant disloca-
tion density. Our data suggest that this is a requirement not
easily satisfied.

4.2. The Effect of Mn Addition and Relationship to AFM
Rates

Previous experimental studies have amply demonstrated in-
hibition of calcite dissolution rate by dissolved manganese and
other metal cations (Terjesen et al., 1961; Nestaas and Terjesen
1969; Gutjahr et al., 1996). Salem et al. (1994) also measured
large reductions in dissolution rate with the addition of Mn�2

at micromolar to submicromolar concentrations (pH 9.2,
CaCl2-NaHCO3 solutions). These reductions were interpreted
as reversible Langmuir-type adsorption reactions at specific
surface sites. Lea et al. (2001) also record significant inhibition
by Mn�2, in the form of reduced step velocities with addition
of greater than 0.5 �M Mn�2; we compare our rate data with
these results in the subsequent discussion.

All etch pits formed in pure solution runs showed rounding
at one corner, identified by Liang et al. (1996) and Lea et al.

(2001) as the intersection of the [481�]� and [4�41]� steps,
although the opposing [481�]�ˆ[4�41]� corner remains sharp
(e.g., Fig. 3C–D). With increasing Mn�2 concentration, we
observed that interfacial aspects of etch pits became substan-
tially less distinct, with apparent rounding affecting all step
faces. It is clear that Mn2� addition brings about a decrease in
etch pit nucleation. We did not measure a “global” rate in the
Mn experiments, although we expect that this rate may also be
reduced proportionally. Surfaces reacted with 1.5 and 2.0 �M
Mn2� revealed many areas to be entirely free of etch pit
development within the field of view, even after several hours
of reaction. Thus the rates presented in Table 1, associated with
areas of locally high etch pit density, may reflect maximum
values. Assuming that these results do not reflect variations in
defect density among various cleavage samples, it appears that
beyond a critical concentration of inhibitor ion, etch pits (at
least those large enough to be visible to the interferometer) fail
to nucleate on a large scale. Those few that do manage to
nucleate are severely deformed, lack rhombic shape and show
walls that are convex towards the pit center of the walls,
possibly reflecting an asymmetric pattern of reduction in step
velocities dependent on step geometry. In addition, Mn2� con-
centrations of 1.5 � 2 �M at this pH and alkalinity yield slight
supersaturations with respect to MnCO3. For example, EQ3NR
(Wolery 1992) computes log 
MnCO3 � 0.2 at 2 �M Mn2�. In
comparison, Lea et al. (2001) have shown that at Mn2� con-
centrations of 2 �M, a lath-shaped epitaxial phase nucleates on
the surface along the �22�1� direction. Once nucleated, the phase
continues to grow, even at lower Mn2� concentrations, and
likely is a Ca-Mn carbonate solid solution (Lea et al., 2003).
Thus, it is possible that the reduction in rate results from initial
adsorption of Mn2� and ultimate precipitation of a thin (Mn,
Ca)CO3 layer at critical reaction sites.

Recent SFM/AFM work on calcite has focused on step
velocities, particularly in the vicinity of etch pits (e.g., Hillner
et al., 1992a, 1992b; Gratz et al., 1993; Stipp et al., 1994; Dove
and Platt 1996; Liang et al., 1996; Britt and Hlady 1997; Liang
and Baer 1997; Jordan and Rammensee 1998; Davis et al.,
2000; Teng et al., 2000; Lea et al., 2001). A comparison of
AFM step velocities to VSI surface-normal velocities (and thus
to bulk powder rates) requires a value for step height and step
density. Although this latter term is not often measured, the
previous discussion has already enunciated its importance. As
mentioned previously, we have intentionally maintained exper-
imental conditions identical to those of Lea et al. (2001). We
have thus recalculated their step velocity data, assuming a step
height of 0.3 nm, and have incorporated a step density sufficient to
produce a surface-normal rate that is a close match to our dataset.

This comparison is shown in Figure 6C. A match of the pure
solution VSI and AFM data requires an approximate step
density of � 9 �m�1 (equivalent to a step spacing of 113 nm).
This computed step density is close to the minimum observed
by Jordan and Rammensee (1998; � 5 �m�1 for fast steps, �
15 for slow steps, their Fig. 2, p. 943; see also Table 1). The
fact that a coincidence between AFM step velocities and our
surface-normal retreat velocity demands a low step density is
consistent with the stepwave model of Lasaga and Luttge (2001),
which predicts that the spacing of steps should reach a maximum
steady state value as they propagate away from etch pit centers.
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However, a step density consistent with the slow “global” rate
we observed would be lower still: less than �2 �m�1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The dissolution rate of a calcite cleavage surface measured
by vertical scanning interferometry at a pH close to 9 and a
fixed PCO2 of 10�3.41 atm is 10�11.0 mol/cm2/s at room
temperature. Rates are determined by measuring the change in
mean surface height as a function of time. Dissolution occurs
through deepening of etch pits, the lateral migration of etch pit
walls, and an overall “global” removal of material in areas
outside major etch pit domains. The most noteworthy observa-
tion is that the VSI rate is slower than rates reported in powder
and other single crystal experiments by more than one order of
magnitude, although agreement between VSI and computed
AFM rates in certain cases is quite close. Introduction of Mn2�

at concentrations greater than 1.0 �M results in a large decrease
in etch pit density and associated dissolution rate, and distorts
etch pit geometry.

We do not completely understand the significance of the
poor agreement with powder rates. However, we suggest that
the differences may lie in the fact that interferometry measures
a surface-normal dissolution rate without contributions from
grain edge boundaries having high step and kink density. These
contributions to the bulk rate would be amplified as grain size
decreases. In similar interferometer measurements of dolomite
dissolution rate at pH 3, Luttge et al. (2003) also obtained rates
that are several times slower than those returned by powders.
We also observed great variation with respect to the overall
distribution of etch pits. Our measurements focused on areas in
which (initial) etch pit density was approximately constant.
However, we also noted areas that were essentially barren in
terms of etch pit development. The rate in these etch pit-poor
domains would be limited by the global rate (Table 1). The fact
that the “global” rate is a relatively minor contribution to the
total rate implies potentially large variations in reactivity even
in terrace areas.
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